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Summary
Enhancement: Make it possible to see team members in a group
Enhancement: Display same profile for users that have never logged in as for users that have
Vibe desktop authentication does not work after Vibe server was updated to 3.3
YouTube movie not displayed in landing page
Attachment of a file entry is displayed as the primary file after editing it
There's no way to configure the locale and time zone for local (external?) users
Vibe_LOC:FR:Need a better translation for Home Workspace
Vibe_LOC:DA:Better translation to Danish
Bad error message when copying a file that has the same name as one already in the target folder
Content incorrectly being added to a CSV export
After a Vibe 3 -> Vibe Hudson upgrade, don't prompt to run an LDAP sync if there are no LDAP connections defined
Issue with filters on Custom Attributes
Layout issue in landing page editor when you have tables within tables
Installer is writing an incorrect setting to the /etc/init.d/teaming script on Linux when an ISO-8859-1 encoding is used
Vibe_LOC:DE:German translation for move in the entry-actions is missing
Vibe4.0_LOC:NL:Editor missing translations for Dutch localization
Invalid delimiter in SQL example
Date format is showing integer
Links in workflow notifications are not handled the same in Vibe 4.0 as they were in Vibe 3.4
Workflow custom action not working correctly
Background Mirrored Folder Sync fails with NullPointerException
Expose additional admin console features to secondary admins
External JavaScript files included on Landing Page are never loaded
ClassCastException when the LDAP attribute used for the Vibe account name is of type byte[] not of type String
GW, Add-In or Desktop 1.x client access to Vibe 4.0 breaks SSL connectivity to Vibe
The NAM protected resource section for WebDAV is incorrect in the admin guide
Page navigation in photo album not working
org.hibernate.LazyInitializationException: could not initialize proxy - the owning Session was closed
Extension with custom JSP on Landing Page shows not found error
If Guest has rights to see the Default Home Page, they are directed there if there is no Default Guest Home Page defined
If "Can only see members of groups I am in" is set for the guest user then the admin isn't able to login anymore seing a
UserDoesNotExistException
Re-indexing shows 4 errors: java.lang.NumberFormatException: For input string: ""
I18N - German translations for sharing right explanations are missing
KeyShield SSO: After a Vibe session expires the user must enter Vibe authentication credentials
Unable to define Mirrored Folder Sync Schedule: Cannot convert * of type class java.lang.String to class java.lang.Long
Vibe VA Slow to display config content
Edit Files on Vibe 4.0 does not work with Single Sign-On using IIS
Don't allow workspace or folder administrators to set file size limit greater than zone level limit
RSS feed not updating with Workflow transition based on entry data value
Rights to Copy Workspaces now given to regular users and guest in 4.0
HTML inserted in Title of Landing Page fields is no longer rendered
Logout issue while no rights to personal workspace
Links on Landing Page show with an underline in Vibe 4.0
MS SQL CPU Spikes: Expensive Query Index Scan on a non-clustered index
Palette and Named tabs are empty when selecting text color within Vibe entry's Description field
No workspace tree is visible when adding a "Search Results" accessory in a workspace
Error handling JSP page defError.jsp has its own bug that prevents original error from being displayed properly
Insert a Link to another page feature broken when editing a sub-section of an entry
LazyInitializationException no session or session was closed when upgrading team membership
Enhancement: Desire to have entry number displayed in email notifications
Landing page workspace that uses a custom definition is not being properly recognized as a landing page
'Display my tasks' module works differently in Vibe 4.0 than in 3.4
RSS feeds are not working when there are extended characters
Workflow data is deleted when using a Set Entry Data parameter
Selecting a date in the task folder in French are displayed month1, month2
Vibe 4.0 folder menu (gear icon) not being able to be hidden
LDAP: uid cannot be used as the lastname and the username Attribute at the same time
Email sent to Disabled User when part of a group
Unwanted rights granted via role definitions
If workspace family is NULL, sidebar navigation fails to load
Password policy is not being applied to password changes done through the "Forget your password?" interface for external users
NoBinderByTheIdException: No such binder by the id '441'
Under Vibe 4.0 surveys seem to be broken: you cannot change your vote anymore
In secondary zones creating a guestbook entry isn't possible anymore
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In Vibe 4, "Entry" items in a landing page are always underlined. In Vibe 3, they were only underline when hovered over.
Calendar mashup element is being displayed in the full browser window when navigating away from a landing page
When selecting a workspace in sidebar auto-scroll to the selected item
SMTP Out bound : Test Connection has no losers...everyone is a winner
Home Directory Value in Vibe 4.0 LDAP
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As soon as the "Require that all files uploaded into this folder have a unique name" feature is configured for a folder there's no way to reset it
Failure to access keystore for inbound SMTP server results in Vibe failing to start with a bogus exception
There's a typo in the installer.tcl file that causes it to always write "changeit" for the keystore password regardless of the setting in the
installer.xml
Wrong order of ics import
All day appointments off by one day
If the My Teams list is long, there is no way to scroll down to bottom end
Appointment sent from Vibe is displayed as a mail with ics attachment
Guest User has inappropriate access
Vibe: WebDAV user name is case sensitive on Edit-in-Place when unlocking file after edit . File stays locked.
Pointing a Workspace Tree Accessory to the inner one of two nested folders results in an ELException and some funky results
Generated kablink.encryption.key[.initial] is always the same on Upgrade from 3.4
Places in a Form : Unable to modify a Workspace - Edit and select another Workspace
Specifying a file location for keystore file at the time of Upgrade breaks Vibe
Vibe 4 breaks the link for new entries
Enhancement: Regression: Under 4.0 HTML elements added to a workspace view are not rendered any more
Upgrade to Vibe 4 BREAKS TEAM MANAGAMENT and Access Control.
JSP rendering landing pages that contain folder links, when followed, render in JSP instead of GWT
Share Setting: Allow all users to share with groups
After closing viewed item from "What`s New" we do not return back to "What`s New" feed
Registration button from share invitation mail does not work on iOS
Folder icon in a team workspace does not change
Due date of All day task shows one day later in "My Workspace" view
Vibe 4.0 Workflow top level access controls broken
Some landing page items can never be edited again
Community accessory panel time-out errors
ssfs directory no longer exists in Vibe 4, docs still reference it
GWAVA Virus checking incompatibility with Vibe 4.0.X
When navigating, the sidebar tree quite often gets scrolled horizontally making it hard to see the selection
Accessing a workspace that does not allow Guest access should bring up the Login dialog
Surveys 'view how others have voted' no longer works
Entry History Compare doesn't work when entry form has checkbox and checkbox was ones checked
Fields defined as required in user profile are not required
TinyMCE editor: button "Paste as Plain Text" doesn't work at all
Landing Page background color bleeds through into folders and entries
Order of tasks and sub-tasks is lost when Task folder is copied
After resizing TinyMCE editor it's no more possible to resize image
Authenticated users are not redirected to their landing page but stay on guest one
Upload single file option missing when entry has workflow associated
org.hibernate.LazyInitializationException: could not initialize proxy - the owning Session was closed
No possible to select due date in task folder view
After upgrade to 4.0, re-indexing never completes - It aborts with Hibernate error
Landing pages that hide the sidebar may not get a "cog" menu when you show the sidebar
HTML layout issue on landing page
Landing Page View is broken when navigating via permalink from a folder with old JSP view
Icons / Images missing
Entry Level Access Controls don't survive copy or import of folder
Safari browser can't handle umlauts (Ã¤,Ã¶,Ã¼) in file names
Vibe_LOC:ALL:Missing translation of allow external users and groups
WebDav lock on files is not released after edit when using IIS
Custom Calendar All day Event Entry off by a day
It's no more possible to choose folders in accessory panel in folder template
Allow mobile user searches to search user's title
Vibe:Localization: Incorrect French translation for 'Follow this folder'
Vibe:Localization: Incorrect French translation for 'shared' in file sharing notification
When editing a landing page some elements on the table are hidden
Vibe:Localization issue in error message when trying to upload files
Setting "Can Only See Members of Groups I Am In" is still allowing users to see email addresses
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